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PRODUCED PARTICLE RAPIDITY(PSEUDORAPIDITY) DISTRIBUTIONIN Au�Au AND Pb�Pb COLLISIONSAT HIGH ENERGYFu-Hu LiuInstitute of Modern Physis, Shanxi Teahers UniversityLinfen, Shanxi 041004, Chinae-mail: liufh�dns.sxtu.edu.n(Reeived July 10, 2000; revised version reeived November 30, 2000)The rapidity (pseudorapidity) distribution of produed partiles inhigh-energy nuleus�nuleus ollisions are studied by the thermalized ylin-der model. In the alulation, two rapidity (pseudorapidity) distributionformulas for an isotropi thermal soure are used. The alulated resultsare ompared with the experimental data of Au�Au ollisions at 11.5A and10.8A GeV/ and Pb�Pb ollisions at 158A GeV/. The formula for ra-pidity (pseudorapidity) agrees well with data on rapidity (pseudorapidity)distribution, whereas approximating rapidity (pseudorapidity) by pseudo-rapidity (rapidity) leads to disrepanies in the fragmentation regions. The�t parameter �y representing the rapidity interval over whih isotropisoures are distributed seems to be independent on the kinds of onernedprodued partiles and the entrality ut in the �tted data.PACS numbers: 25.75.�q, 24.01.Pa1. IntrodutionThe aims of studying nuleus�nuleus ollisions at high energy are to�nd evidene for the prodution of Quark�Gluon Plasma (QGP) and to in-vestigate the mehanism of nulear reations. The knowledge of produedpartile rapidity distribution leads to important onstraints on the reationsand is of great importane in order to assess. Generally speaking, the spe-tator does not ontribute diretly to the produed partiles. The produedpartiles, e.g. K� and ��, are mainly produed in the partiipant.A lot of models have been introdued for heavy ion ollisions. For exam-ple, FRITIOF [1℄, VENUS [2℄, RQMD [3℄, QGSM [4℄, HIJING [5℄, ARC [6℄,Hydrodynamis [7℄ and Fireball [8℄ models, et. Based on the �reball model,(205)



206 Fu-Hu Liuwe have developed a thermalized ylinder model [9℄ and desribed the ra-pidity (y) or pseudorapidity (�) distributions of relativisti singly hargedpartiles in high energy nuleus�nuleus ollisions [10℄.In this paper, the rapidity (pseudorapidity) distributions of produedpartiles in high-energy nuleus�nuleus ollisions are studied by the ther-malized ylinder model. The alulated results are ompared with the ex-perimental data of Au�Au ollisions at 11.5A and 10.8A GeV/ and Pb�Pbollisions at 158A GeV/. In the alulation, two rapidity (pseudorapidity)distribution formulas for an isotropi thermal soure are used.2. The modelLet us onsider the simplest pitures of the one-dimensional string model[11℄ and the �reball model [8℄. In a high energy nuleon�nuleon ollision, astring is formed onsisting of two endpoints ating as energy reservoirs andthe interior with onstant energy per length. Beause of the asymmetry ofthe mehanism, the string will break into many substrings along the dire-tion of the inident beam. The distribution length of substrings will de�nethe width of the rapidity (pseudorapidity) distribution. Aording to the�reball model, the inident nuleon penetrates through the target nuleon,then a �restreak is formed along the diretion of the inident beam. Thelength of the �restreak will de�ne the width of the rapidity (pseudorapid-ity) distribution. In high-energy nuleus�nuleus ollisions, many strings or�restreaks are formed along the inident diretion. Finally, a thermalizedylinder is formed beause these strings or �restreaks stak and exhangetheir momenta in the transverse diretion.In the laboratory referene frame, we assume that the thermalized ylin-der formed in nuleus�nuleus ollisions is in the rapidity range [ ymin, ymax ℄.The emission points with the same rapidity, yx, in the thermalized ylinderform a ross setion (emission soure) in the rapidity spae. For the ther-malized ylinder, the initial extension of the nulei is not important beauseof Lorentz-ontration.Under the assumption that the partiles are emitted isotropially in therest frame of the emission soure, we know that the pseudorapidity distribu-tion of the partiles produed in the emission plane with rapidity yx in thelaboratory referene frame isf(�; yx) = 12 osh2(� � yx) : (1)In �nal state, the � distribution is ontributed by the whole thermalized



Produed Partile Rapidity (Pseudorapidity) Distribution : : : 207ylinder. We have f(�) = 1ymax � ymin ymaxZymin f(�; yx)dyx : (2)Replaing � by y in Eq. (2) due to � � y at high energy [12℄, the rapiditydistribution an be obtained. Generally speaking, the variables � and yalways satisfy the inequality: j�j � jyj, where the equality obtains if andonly if for massless partiles. For a partile with high energy, if its rest massan be negleted omparing with its energy, we have � � y.Let yC denote the mid-rapidity of produed partiles. We haveymin = yC ��y ; (3)ymax = yC +�y ; (4)where �y is the rapidity shift.The emission soure with rapidity yx an be regarded as an isotropithermal soure. Aording to the isotropi thermal model [13℄, in the enter-of-mass frame of the soure, the probability (P ) distribution in momentum(p) spae an be assumed asd3Pd3p = A exp��ET �; (5)where A is a normalization onstant, E is the energy, and T is the temper-ature. Expressed in terms of rapidity and transverse mass, we haved2Pdmtdy = A0m2t osh(y � yx) exp��mtT osh(y � yx)�; (6)where A0 is a normalization onstant, mt = pm2 + p2t is the transversemass, andm and pt are the mass and the transverse momentum, respetively.Performing the integral over mt, we �nddPdy = Ce���1 + 2� + 2�2�; (7)where C is a normalization onstant, and� = mT osh(y � yx): (8)In �nal state, the y distribution is ontributed by the whole thermalizedylinder. We have F (y) = 1ymax � ymin ymaxZymin dPdy dyx : (9)



208 Fu-Hu LiuBoth Eqs. (2) and (9) an desribe the experimental � or y distributions.Generally speaking, Eq. (2) desribes the � distribution and gives approx-imately a desription of the y distribution. While Eq. (9) desribes the ydistribution, and gives approximately a desription of the � distribution. IfT � m, the leading term in Eq. (7) is then of order ��2, we havedPdy � 12 osh2(y � yx) ; (10)and F (y) � f(�) : (11)3. Comparison with experimental dataFig. 1 presents the rapidity distributions of K+ and K� produed inentral (4% geometry ross-setion �geo) Au�Au ollisions at 11.5A GeV/in the transverse momentum region pt < 30 MeV/. The blak irles andsquares are the experimental K+ and K� invariant multipliity[(1=2�pt)d2N=dptdy℄ distributions respetively [14℄. The white irles andsquares are re�eted about midrapidity (yC = 1:60). The solid urves areour alulated results by Eq. (2). In the alulation, we take �y = 0:50.

Fig. 1. Rapidity distributions of K+ and K� produed in entral Au-Au ollisions at11.5A GeV/ in the transverse momentum region pt < 30 MeV/. The blak irles andsquares are the experimental K+ and K� invariant multipliity distributions respetively[14℄, and the white irles and squares are re�eted about midrapidity. The stars are oursimulated results for K+ by the Monte Carlo method. The solid urves are our alulatedresults by Eq. (2), while the dotted and dashed urves are our alulated results by Eq. (9).



Produed Partile Rapidity (Pseudorapidity) Distribution : : : 209The alulated results are saled to the experimental data in the entralrapidity region. Using the same �y and taking T = 180 MeV, the alulatedresults of Eq. (9) are shown in the �gure by the dotted urves. We see thatEq. (9) gives a narrow distribution. Inreasing �y to 0.80, the alulated

Fig. 2. Rapidity distributions of �+ and �� produed in di�erent entralities in Au�Au ollisions at 10.8A GeV/ in the transverse momentum region pt < 300 MeV/.The blak irles (saled by plus 20 for larity) and squares are the experimental �+and �� rapidity distributions respetively [16℄, and the white irles and squaresare re�eted about midrapidity. The solid urves are our alulated results byEq. (2), while the dotted and dashed urves are our alulated results by Eq. (9).
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Fig. 3. As for Fig. 2, but showing the results in other entralities.results of Eq. (9) are given in the �gure by the dashed urves. The results ofEq. (9) with �y = 0:80 are lose to those of Eq. (2) with �y = 0:50 in theentral rapidity region. It is known that Eq. (1) is lose to a Gaussian withthe standard deviation � � 0:91 [15℄, and Eq. (7) resembles a Gaussian with� � 0:71 near its peak at very high temperature [13℄. Instead of Eqs. (2)and (9), we use a Gaussian to simulate the rapidity distribution. The starsin Fig. 1 are our Monte Carlo simulated results for K+ with � = 0:82 and�y = 0:50. The simulated partile number is 4000. One an see that, in theentral rapidity region, the simulated results desribe the mean trend andthe �utuation of K+ rapidity distribution. In Fig. 1, the experimental data



Produed Partile Rapidity (Pseudorapidity) Distribution : : : 211in the projetile and target fragmentation regions (high and low rapidityregions) are not available. Eq. (2) with �y = 0:50 gives a good desrip-tion, while Eq. (9) with �y = 0:80 and T = 180 MeV gives an aeptabledesription for the available experimental data.Figures 2 and 3 present the rapidity distributions of �+ and �� produedin di�erent entralities in Au�Au ollisions at 10.8A GeV/ in the transversemomentum region pt < 300MeV/. The entralities are shown in the �gures.The blak irles (saled by plus 20 for larity) and squares are the experi-

Fig. 4. As for Fig. 2, but the results are given logarithmially and the �+ data aresaled by times 10 for larity.



212 Fu-Hu Liumental �+ and �� rapidity distribution respetively [16℄. The white irlesand squares are re�eted about midrapidity (yC = 1:55). The solid urvesare our alulated results by Eq. (2) with �y = 0:50. The alulated resultsare saled to the experimental data in the projetile and target fragmenta-tion regions. Using the same �y and taking T = 180 MeV, the alulatedresults of Eq. (9) are shown in the �gures by the dotted urves. Inreasing�y to 0.80, the alulated results of Eq. (9) are given in the �gures by thedashed urves. One an see that, in the projetile and target fragmentationregions, the alulated results seem to desribe the experimental data.

Fig. 5. As for Fig. 3, but the results are given logarithmially and the �+ data aresaled by times 10 for larity.



Produed Partile Rapidity (Pseudorapidity) Distribution : : : 213Beause both the experimental data and the alulated results are verysmall in the fragmentation regions in Figs. 2 and 3, we redraw them loga-rithmially in Figs. 4 and 5 respetively. In the �gures, �+ data are saledby times 10 for larity. It an be seen that Eq. (2) does not desribe therapidity distribution in the tail part exept �+ data in Fig. 4(b). Equation(9) with �y = 0:50 and T = 180 MeV gives a good �tting to the �� data,while a good �tting to the �+ data needs to inrease �y to 0.80.The pseudorapidity distribution of produed partiles in entral Pb�Pbollisions at 158A GeV/ is given in Fig. 6(a). The irles are the experi-mental data [17℄. The solid and dotted urves are our alulated results byEq. (2) with �y = 2:60 and Eq. (9) with �y = 2:60 and T = 220 MeV. Thelogarithmi distribution is given in Fig. 6(b). We an see that Eq. (2) givesa good desription of the data, while Eq. (9) does not �t the tail part of theexperimental pseudorapidity distribution. It is di�ult to �t the data byinreasing �y in Eq. (9) due to that the alulated distribution shape doesnot satisfy the data.

Fig. 6. (a) Pseudorapidity distribution of produed partiles in entral Pb�Pbollisions at 158A GeV. The irles are the experimental data [17℄. The solid anddotted urves are our alulated results by Eqs. (2) and (9) respetively. (b) Asfor Fig. 6(a), but the results are given logarithmially.



214 Fu-Hu Liu4. Conlusions and disussionsFrom the above �gures, in the fragmentation region, one an see thatEq. (2) gives a good desription of the pseudorapidity distribution, whileEq. (9) gives a good desription of the rapidity distribution. In the entralregion, both Eqs. (2) and (9) desribe the experimental data. The length(2�y) of the thermalized ylinder formed in nuleus�nuleus ollisions at agiven energy does not depend on the olliding entrality.We would like to emphasize that the quoted data are not available in thewhole region of rapidity (pseudorapidity) distributions. The omparison offormulae and data in Figs. 1�6 is purely qualitative. The quoted parametervalues whih give a good �tting to the data are just rough guesses.In Au�Au ollisions at 11.5A and 10.8A GeV/, we have used the same�y and the same T for di�erent partiles. This renders that the onernedpartiles are produed in the same thermalized ylinder. In Pb�Pb ollisionsat 158A GeV/, the values of �y and T are greater than those in Au�Auollisions at 11.5A and 10.8A GeV/. This renders that the length andthe exitation degree of the thermalized ylinder formed in nuleus�nuleusollisions at high energy are greater than those at low energy.We have used the same �y and the same T for di�erent entralities inAu�Au ollisions at 11.5A and 10.8A GeV/. The independenes of �yand T on entrality show that the thermalized ylinder formed in nuleus�nuleus ollisions is an uniform superposition of strings or �restreaks formedin nuleon�nuleon ollisions at the same energy per nuleon. The lengthand the exitation degree of the thermalized ylinder do not depend on thenumber of partiipant nuleons.Di�erent �y have been used in Eqs. (2) and (9) for Au�Au ollisions atthe onerned energies. The value of �y for Eq. (2) is greater than that forEq. (9) due to that Eq. (1) has a wide distribution and Eq. (7) has a narrowdistribution. The value of �y is a re�etion of the length of the thermalizedylinder.The thermalized ylinder model is suessful in nulear ollisions with a�xed target in the present energy region. We are interested to test the modelby the experimental data at the Relativisti Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) andthe Large Hadron Collider (LHC) soon.For hadroni multipartile prodution in e+e� annihilation, pp ollisionand �+p interation, our previous work [18℄ based on thermal model showthat the partiles are isotropially emitted in the loal soure and the threeomponents of momentum an be regarded as Gaussian type having thesame width. This is in agreement with the ase in the thermalized ylindermodel. The two-soure emission piture for nulear fragments [19℄ is also inagreement with the present work. We are interested to develop a multisoure
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